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   M AK I NG CONSTITU TIONS I N DEEPLY 

DI V IDED SOCIETIES 

  How can societies grappling over the common values and shared vision 

of their state drav  a democratic constitution? | is is the central puzzle of 

 Making Constitutions in Deeply Divided Societies . While most theories 

discuss constitution-making in the context of a moment of revolutionary 

change, Hanna Lerner argues that an incrementalist approach to consti-

tution-making can enable societies riven by deep internal dis agreements 

to either enact a written constitution or function with an unwritten one. 

She illustrates the process of constitution-writing in three deeply divided 

societies 3 Israel, India and Ireland 3 and explores the various incremen-

talist strategies deployed by their drav ers. | ese include the avoidance 

of clear decisions, the use of ambivalent legal language and the inclusion 

of contrasting provisions in the constitution. Such techniques allow the 

deferral of controversial choices regarding the foundational aspects of 

the state to future political institutions, thus enabling the constitution to 

ren ect a reality of divided identity. 

 hanna lerner is an assistant professor in political science at Tel Aviv 

University.    
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